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A masterful first novel."—Southern Literary Review 

"Rare are those works that breathe and exhale a Southern air with a naturalness neither contrived nor 

necessarily even conscious. Lowcountry poet Ellen Malphrus has gifted the reader…[with this in] her debut 

novel, Untying the Moon, and its mesmeric, bafflingly honest, and frustratingly contradictory center, Bailey 

Martin."—Charleston (S.C.) Post & Courier 
 

Columbia, SC—Bailey Martin is in perpetual motion—a child of the 

South Carolina lowcountry tides, being pulled to and from a reckoning with 

destiny. A marine biologist by training and an artist by dedication and talent, 

Bailey is a woman of contradictions, at once a free-spirited adventurer giving 

deeply of herself to environmental causes and familial loyalties but also 

consumed by primal, isolating appetites and dangerous attractions. Restless 

and troubled, Bailey chafes at her existence, becoming uneasy in her success, 

her life, and her own skin.  
 

Untying the Moon, the debut novel from southern storyteller Ellen 

Malphrus, is a vibrant tale of self-discovery, approaching the realms of myth 

and lore as readers ride shotgun with Bailey in Blue Ruby, her ’67 Skylark 

convertible, from Manhattan down the eastern seaboard, from coastal Carolina 

to the Alaskan wilderness and back again, all in search of the embrace of love 

and—finally—of home.  

"[Malphrus] is in full control of her craft, offering the reader a sound story, told by a voice poetically clear…. A 

masterful first novel."—Southern Literary Review 

ELLEN MALPHRUS lives and writes in her native Carolina Lowcountry and the 
mountains of Montana. Her fiction, poetry, and essays have appeared in Southern Liter-
ary Journal, Review of Contemporary Fiction, William and Mary Review, Georgia Poetry Review, 
Haight Ashbury Literary Journal, and the anthology Essence of Beaufort and the Lowcountry. 
She was a student of James Dickey and teaches at the University of South Carolina 
Beaufort. 
 
STORY RIVER BOOKS, an original southern fiction imprint edited by New York 

Times-bestselling author Pat Conroy and published by the University of South Carolina Press, was deemed one of 
Garden & Gun’s top ten Best Things about the South Now. www.storyriverbooks.com  
 

 

Untying the Moon: A Novel 
October 2015, 184 pages, hardcover, $24.95, ebook, $17.99 

Available through booksellers everywhere and the University of South Carolina Press, 800-768-2500 
 

For information or to schedule an author interview contact Suzanne Axland, 803-777-2021, 
axland@sc.edu or Ellen Malphrus, 843-368-5956, ellen@ellenmalphrus.com. 
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